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Course Content

• The Media
– The role of the media

– Influence of the media

• World Power – China
– Human Rights in China (speech, life, fair trial and 

religion)

– Inequalities in China (education, housing)

– Global impact of China (case study: Tibet)
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Course Content
• International Issue – Terrorism

• Causes of Terrorism 
• Methods of terror
• Responses to combat terrorism
• Impact of terrorism on Scotland

• International Aid – The Developing World 
• Causes of poverty in the developing world 
• Social, political and economic issues and their 

impact on the Developing World 
• Country specific case studies
• UN agencies report



Unit Experience and Outcomes

The Media I can discuss the extent to which my choices and decisions are influenced by the ways in 
which I am informed.
SOC 3-17b

China

I have compared the rights and responsibilities of citizens in Scotland with a contrasting 
society and can describe and begin to understand reasons for differences.  SOC 3-17a 

I can explain why a group I have identified might experience inequality and can suggest 
ways in which this inequality might be addressed. SOC 3-16a

I can describe how the interdependence of countries affects levels of development, 
considering the effects on people’s lives. SOC 3-19a

I can compare and contrast two world ideologies to express an informed view on how 
ideology affects the lives of people. 
SOC 4-17c

Terrorism

Having considered responses to a recent international crisis, I can contribute to a 
discussion of the effectiveness of the responses. SOC 3-19b

I can evaluate conflicting sources of evidence to sustain a line of argument. SOC 4-14

I can contribute to a discussion on the actions and motives of a group or organisation 
which seeks to achieve its aims by non-democratic means. SOC 4-18c

By examining the role and actions of selected international organisations, I can evaluate 
how effective they are in meeting their aims. SOC 4-19b

Progression in BGE Modern Studies



Simple view – one 
part to support, 

one part to oppose

2 sources

Worth 4 marks4 marks

Skills Development –
Source Questions

(3rd/4th level)



One view – complex, 
has to be both 
supported and 

opposed

Worth 10 
marks

3 sources
National 5 standard



Two options

Two sources

One mixed source

Relevant evidence 
clearly indicated

Worth 4 marks

Skills Development –
Source Questions

(3rd/4th level)



Two Options

Three 
mixed 

sources Worth 
10marks



Skills Development – Knowledge Questions

• Point, explain, example

• Used from S1-Higher

• Transition across the levels and into senior 
phase is smooth

• Questions asked are similar
– Describe, explain

• More detail/depth of understanding expected 
as move through the levels



Assessments

• The Media
– Media poster

• China
– Extended Writing Task (Voices from the Laogai)

– End of course assessment (knowledge and source)

• Terrorism
– 9/11 newspaper article

– Terrorist attack investigation/presentation

– End of course assessment (knowledge and source)



Modern Studies and BGE

• Literacy
– Written questions in jotters, newspaper articles, 

storyboards, weekly news stories, assignments 

• Numeracy
– Source handling

• Creativity
– Storyboards, posters, campaigns, the Banana Game

• Health and Wellbeing
– Rights, expression opinions, being aware of others



Modern Studies and BGE

• Four Capacities
– Successful Learner

– Confident Individual

– Responsible Citizens

– Effective Contributor




